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St. Paul’s School for Girls is pleased to announce an opening for a part-time, upper  
school French teacher. 
  
St. Paul’s School for Girls 
 
St. Paul’s School for Girls is an independent, all girls’ college-preparatory school enrolling 415 
students in grades five through twelve, founded in 1959, in the Episcopal tradition.  St. Paul’s Plus, a 
division of St. Paul’s School for Girls, is an educational childhood program for ages six weeks through 
Pre-K. St. Paul’s School for Girls educates hearts and minds in an inclusive community that is 
grounded in the Episcopal values of respect, integrity, and spiritual growth. We empower voice, 
nurture intellectual curiosity and creativity, and inspire confident leaders who serve in the world. 
 
Position Description 

The ideal candidate will be a creative, passionate, and experienced French teacher with 
independent school experience who inspires students and thrives in a collaborative atmosphere.  
The ideal candidate has a communicative approach to teaching and designs units and lessons 
that integrate ACTFL world-readiness standards through which students develop linguistic 
proficiency and cultural competence.   The candidate sparks a love for learning in her or his 
students and provides opportunities to strengthen students’ critical thinking skills. The ideal 
candidate is excited to teach and creates developmentally appropriate lessons that engage 
students and inspire appreciation for French language and Francophone cultures.  Candidates 
with a Master’s Degree will be given preference.   

In addition to contributing to the conversations and goals of the world language department, 
candidates should be eager to contribute to SPSG’s school-wide goals: providing rigorous, 
relevant, and responsive, student-centered instruction that meets the needs of a range of 
students; developing a multicultural curriculum; and integrating technology as it inspires and 
facilitates learning.   

SPSG supports the model of the teacher-coach as a way to foster connections between teacher 
and student and scaffold the development of the whole child. Thus, the School is especially 
interested in candidates with coaching experience and/or those who are able to demonstrate 
initiative and serve as coaches in a variety of significant ways outside of the classroom.   

This position is 50% full-time and a 10-month position.  Salary is commensurate with experience.  
The successful candidate is eligible for partial benefits package including, but not limited to, 403(b) 
retirement plan, AFLAC, free lunch, dry cleaning service delivery and fitness center.  Tuition  
 
Interested candidates can send their cover letter, resume and list of references to Shannon 
Duckett, Human Resources Director, at sduckett@spsfg.org.  SPSG is an equal opportunity 
employer. 


